Superspecial Issue  Current concepts of orbital disorders

142  The neuroimaging technique how to diagnose orbital disease  Masato Hashimoto
152  The characteristic findings of strabismus found with magnetic resonance imaging  Reika Kono
160  Clinical features and key points for diagnosis of orbital inflammatory diseases  Takahiro Hiraoka
170  Tips for differential diagnosis of orbital tumor  Kenichiro Kasai
182  Management of thyroid eye disease  Eri Ishikawa et al
196  Non-surgical treatment for orbital diseases  Jun Ominato et al
208  Surgical approaches to the orbital disease  Mika Tanabe et al

Topic of the Month

133  Best1 gene related retinopathy  Shinji Ueno

Practical Lecture on Cataract Surgery Learned from Cases

220  Type of cataract and visual performance  Takushi Kawamorita

Fluorescein Clinical Conference

226  Behçet’s Disease  Mitsuko Toyoguchi

Clinical Studies and Articles

239  A case of transconjunctival emphysema after compressed air injury while using a spray gun  Yusuke Nakatani
245  Changes in the corneal shape, subjective and objective visual functions following blepharoptosis surgery  Xiaodong Zheng et al
253  A case of Terson’s syndrome diagnosed at the first visit to an ophthalmologist with a complaint of left visual loss  Kozue Akabane et al
259  Significance of fundus examination in prescribing contact lens  Yasushi Isashiki
265  A case of Kaposi sarcoma in the palpebral and bulbar conjunctiva  Yasuo Matsuyama et al

Atlas

272  Microcystic macular edema in a case treated with nab-paclitaxel for breast carcinoma  Kyoichi Takahashi